Cheyenne Mountain State Park Campgrounds
Swift Puma Heights
Full Hook-Up (water, sewer, electric)

Site 18 – Swift Puma Heights

**This site is handicap designated. You must display a handicap placard on vehicle to occupy this site. Accessibility includes: paved site, elevated tent pad, close proximity to restroom. Pull-through. Slight grade. Driveway 120’. Maximum camping unit length is 45’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.**

Site 20 – Swift Puma Heights

Pull-through. Slight grade. Driveway 86’. Maximum camping unit length is 35’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle. No real shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 21 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 60’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 28’ and is flat. 32’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 30’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 30’. Not for motor homes more than 30’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 60’. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 22 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 52’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 28’ and is flat. 24’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 30’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 30’. Not for motor homes more than 30’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 52’. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.
Site 23 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 55’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 28’ and is flat. 27’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 30’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 30’. Not for motor homes more than 30’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 55’. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 25 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 55’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 34’ and is flat. 21’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 35’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 35’. Not for motor homes more than 35’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 55’. There is a steep drop-off at site with a fence, may be a hazard for young children. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 26 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 45’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 34’ and is flat. 11’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 35’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 35’. Not for motor homes more than 35’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 45’. There is a moderate drop-off at site, may be a hazard for young children. No real shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 27 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 72’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 33’ and is flat. 39’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 35’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 35’. Not for motor homes more than 35’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 70’. There is a steep drop-off at site, may be a hazard for young children. Scrub oak surrounds the site and may provide partial shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.
Site 36 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 61’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 35’ and is flat. 26’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 35’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 35’. Not for motor homes more than 35’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 60’. There is a steep drop-off at site with a fence, may be a hazard for young children. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 37 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 50’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 33’ and is flat. 17’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 35’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 35’. Not for motor homes more than 35’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 50’. There is a steep drop-off at site with a fence, may be a hazard for young children. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 38 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 61’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 32’ and is flat. 29’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 30’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 30’. Not for motor homes more than 30’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 60’. There is a steep drop-off at site with a fence, may be a hazard for young children. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.
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Site 39 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a moderate grade at site entry. Total site length is 63’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 33’ and is flat. 30’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 35’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 35’. Not for motor homes more than 35’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 63’. There is a steep drop-off at site with a fence, may be a hazard for young children. No real shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 41 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a steep grade at site entry. Total site length is 45’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 32’ and is flat. 13’ is at a moderate grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 30’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 30’. Not for motor homes more than 30’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 45’. Partial shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 42 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. Nice, flat. Driveway 50’. Maximum camping unit length is 50’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 50’. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.

Site 43 – Swift Puma Heights

Back-In. *This site has a slight grade at site entry. Total site length is 48’. The back end of site is the camping unit parking pad. It is 27’ and is flat. 21’ is at a slight grade at the front end of site. Maximum camping unit length is 30’. Will work if pull-trailer no more than 30’. Not for motor homes more than 30’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle only if camping unit plus additional vehicle does not exceed 48’. No shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.
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Full Hook-Up (water, sewer, electric)

Site 44 – Swift Puma Heights

Pull-through. Slight grade. Driveway 92’. Maximum camping unit length is 40’. Room for one additional passenger vehicle. No real shade. 12’x12’ tent pad. No tents off developed site. Awnings and pop-outs OK.